WHAT IS PROBILA UNITRAB?

PROBILA OWNS 2 LABELS

That are both inspected by 2 independent control bodies:
Certijoy, TOY Foodícgoros and Quality Partner

Organic farming label
introduced in 1987 for bio-agro products.

Geological label
introduced in 2005 for free food products.

WHO IS PROBILA UNITRAB?

In January 2018, 11 current members volunteered themselves to manage Biogarantie and Ecomagorité.

Together, they are the Probiola Unia board of directors.

AND ALSO...

Nicole Schumm
Richard Cielenmisse
Raphaëlle Paci

Electro Bioke

HOW DOES PROBILA WORK?

MEETING

The board meets every 4 months and decides on the label's guidelines. The meeting of the members is audited every year by an external auditor, and concluded every 5 years.

REQUESTS

Once the general guidelines are decided, the requests are formalized, then sent to the members, and receive their feedback. The board then makes a decision in the next meeting.

DECISION

The committee reviews the financials of all their activities. They determine how the label guarantees a high standard of bio-agro products.

FOLLOW UP

Probiola ensures that members of the label engage in bio-agro practices. They ensured that all members are audited and reviewed to guarantee the quality of the label.